Age- and Sex-Specific Analyses of Diet Quality and 4-Year Weight Change in Nonobese Adults Show Stronger Associations in Young Adulthood
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ABSTRACT

Background: Although the general importance of diet quality in the prevention of unintentional weight gain is known, it is unknown whether its influence is age or sex dependent.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate whether the strength of the association between diet quality and 4-y weight change was modified by age and sex.

Methods: From the Dutch population-based Lifelines Cohort, 85,618 nonobese adult participants (age 18–93 y), recruited between 2006 and 2013, were included in the study. At baseline, diet was assessed with a 110-item food-frequency questionnaire. The Lifelines Diet Score, based on international evidence for diet-disease relations at the food group level, was calculated to assess diet quality. For analyses, the score was divided in quintiles (Qs). Body weight was objectively measured at baseline and after a median follow-up of 44 mo (25th−75th percentile: 35–51 mo). In between, body weight was self-reported twice. Linear mixed models were used to investigate the association between diet quality and weight change by sex and in 6 age categories (18–29, 30–39, 40–49, 50–59, 60–69, and ≥70 y).

Results: Mean 4-y weight change decreased over age categories. Confounder-adjusted linear mixed models showed that the association between diet quality and weight change was modified by sex (P-interaction = 0.001). In women, the association was also modified by age (P-interaction = 0.001). Poor diet quality was most strongly associated with weight gain in the youngest men [Q1 compared with Q5: +0.33 kg/y (95% CI: 0.10, 0.56)] and women [+0.22 kg/y (95% CI: 0.07, 0.37)]. In contrast, in women aged ≥70 y, poor diet quality was associated with greater weight loss [−0.44 kg/y (95% CI: −0.84, −0.05)].

Conclusions: Poor diet quality was related to higher weight gain, especially in young adults. Oppositely, among women aged ≥70 y, poor diet quality was related to higher weight loss. Therefore, a healthful diet is a promising target for undesirable weight changes in both directions. J Nutr 2020;150:560–567.
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Introduction

Gradual but persisting increases in body weight of the worldwide population may jeopardize the achievement of the global obesity target to curb the rise of obesity by 2025 (1). Weight gain is typically an age-related phenomenon, and the importance of lifestyle in its prevention is well known. However, it is unknown whether it is of equal importance over the life course, and for both sexes.

Diet is a major lifestyle factor relevant for overweight prevention. At the food product level, meta-analyses convincingly showed that sugar-sweetened beverages contributed to weight gain. In adults, 1 serving per day increase in sugar-sweetened beverages resulted in an additional 0.22 kg increase of body weight per year (2). In contrast, foods like fruit, vegetables, yogurt, nuts, and whole grain products were inversely associated with weight gain in 3 large prospective cohort studies (3). With regard to overall diet quality, prospective cohort studies reported that better adherence to the Mediterranean Diet was associated with lower 2-y weight change (4), and lower 3-y obesity incidence in overweight adults (5). In addition, a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) showed that Mediterranean Diet adherence positively contributed to intentional weight loss. However, this effect was only statistically
significant when the Mediterranean diet was associated with a restriction in energy intake or increase in physical activity, or when trials had a follow-up longer than 6 mo (6). However, whether the above results apply to all age categories, and to both men and women, is unknown, which is also due to the fact that the majority of described evidence comes from studies including young or middle-aged adults.

Weight change can differ between age categories and men and women. A longitudinal study in middle-aged Americans (51–61 y at baseline) showed that the pace at which BMI (kg/m2) increased over time was higher among younger men and women (7). Similar findings were reported for younger (18–24 y) compared to older (25–30 y) men in the CARDIA (Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults) study (8), as well as for 20–29 y compared to 40–49-y-old men in the longitudinal Tromsø study (9). Both studies did not find such age differences in women. Although previous studies report a prospective gain in weight, weight gain may not be persistent over the full adult life course. For example, in the American National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, between 1999 and 2016 body weight was consistently higher in men and women aged 40–59 y than those aged 20–39 y, while after age 60 y, body weight was consistently lower than during age 40–59 y (10). Regarding sex, a higher general pace of weight gain in men than in women was described in several studies (9, 11, 12), while worldwide obesity prevalence is greater in women (1).

As mentioned above, weight change could be dependent on diet quality. Furthermore, our previous study investigating diet quality in the Lifelines Cohort illustrated that diet quality was higher in women and in older age groups (13). Other studies investigating measures of diet quality reported similar findings (14, 15). However, in addition to differences in diet quality, differences in the magnitude or direction of the association between diet quality and weight change may also be involved in age- and sex-specific weight changes. In the large, contemporary Lifelines Cohort Study (16), we integrated age and sex in the investigation of diet quality and 4-y weight change, to answer the question of whether their association would be uniform or age and sex specific.

Methods

Cohort design and study population

The Lifelines Cohort Study is a multidisciplinary prospective population-based cohort study examining in a unique 3-generation design, the health and health-related behaviors of 167,729 persons living in the North of the Netherlands. It employs a broad range of investigative procedures in assessing the biomedical, sociodemographic, behavioral, physical, and psychological factors which contribute to health and disease of the general population, with a special focus on multimorbidity and complex genetics. The overall design and rationale of the study have been described in detail elsewhere (16, 17). Participants were included in the study between 2006 and 2013, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The Lifelines study is conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen, The Netherlands.

At the time of this report, 4 assessment rounds had taken place [T1 = baseline, median + IQR of time in months to follow-up rounds: T2 = 13 (12–14), T3 = 24 (23–27), T4 = 44 (35–51)]. Participants reporting unwanted weight loss at baseline (defined as 6 kg/6 mo or 3 kg/1 mo in the questionnaire) or excessive weight loss between T1 and T4 (>50% of body weight) were excluded from the study. Furthermore, participants reporting pregnancy or chronic diseases which may influence diet or weight (cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes, thyroid disease, and inflammatory bowel diseases) at baseline or during follow-up were excluded. Participants for whom data on diet, baseline body weight, or covariates were missing or unreliable were excluded as well. Finally, because this study focuses on the prevention of obesity, and because the process of weight change in obese individuals may involve more genetic, psychiatric, and environmental factors than the process in nonobese individuals, participants who were already obese at baseline (BMI >30 kg/m2) were excluded as well. Out of 152,662 adult Lifelines participants, 85,616 met the inclusion criteria and were included in the study (Supplemental Figure 1). Obesity was the most common reason for exclusion (n = 24,068).

Data collection

Anthropometrics.

At baseline (T1) and T4, height and body weight without shoes and heavy clothing were measured at 12 Lifelines research sites using the SECA 220 stadiometer and the SECA 761 scale, and rounded to the nearest 0.5 cm and 0.1 kg. Measured weight at T1 and T4 was available for 85,618 and 56,390 participants, respectively. At T2 and T3, body weight was self-reported through questionnaires by 71,719 (T2) and 53,390 (T3) participants.

Demographics and lifestyle.

Self-administered questionnaires were used to collect baseline data regarding demographics (ethnicity and education) and lifestyle (alcohol, smoking, and physical activity). The validated Short Questionnaire to Assess Health-Enhancing Physical Activity (SQUASH) was used to assess physical activity (18). Leisure Time and Commuting Moderate to Vigorous Physical Activity (LC-MVPA), including sports, at moderate [4.0–6.4 metabolic equivalent (MET)] to vigorous (≥6.5 MET) intensity was calculated in minutes per week (18). Alcohol consumption was estimated based on Lifelines’ food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ) (19). If ethnicity was unknown, participants were assumed to be of Dutch nationality, since Dutch is the dominant ethnicity of the cohort (99.0%). Missing data in MVPA were imputed with the Hot Deck imputation macro for SPSS (20), which replaced a missing value with the value of a participant who is similar in smoking status, education level, and energy intake.

Dietary assessment.

At baseline, dietary intake was assessed using a 110-item semiquantitative FFQ assessing food intake over the previous month (19). Energy intake was estimated from the FFQ data by using the 2011 Dutch Food Composition Database (21). FFQ data were considered unreliable when the ratio between reported energy intake and basal metabolic rate, calculated with the Schofield equation (22), was below 0.50 or above 2.75, or when energy intake was below 800 kcal/d (males) or 500 kcal/d (females) (23).

The Lifelines Diet Score (LLDS) was calculated as a measure of relative diet quality. The development of this food-based diet score has been described in detail elsewhere (13). In short, the LLDS is based on the scientific evidence summarized in the 29 systematic reviews of international peer-reviewed literature regarding associations of diet with chronic diseases, which the Dutch Health Council performed in the process of the development of the 2015 Dutch Dietary Guidelines. The LLDS ranks the relative intake of 9 food groups with proven...
positive health effects and 3 food groups with proven negative health effects (24). For each of the food groups, quintiles of consumption in g/1000 kcal are determined and awarded 0 to 4 points (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). For the positive food groups, that is, vegetables, fruit, whole-grain products, legumes and nuts, fish, oils and soft margarines, unsweetened dairy, coffee, and tea, higher scores are awarded to higher quintiles of consumption. For the negative food groups, that is red and processed meat, butter and hard margarines, and sugar-sweetened beverages, higher scores are awarded to lower quintiles of consumption. The sum of these LLDS components varied from 0 to 48. The LLDS scores were then categorized into quintiles, with Q1 including 20% of participants with the lowest diet quality and Q5 including 20% of participants with the highest diet quality (LLDS range Q1: 0–18, Q2: 19–22, Q3: 23–25, Q4: 26–29, Q5: 30–48). The quintiles for each product group were predefined in the total Lifelines Cohort (13).

Data analysis
Self-reported weights are sensitive to underreporting, so self-reported weights at T2 and T3 needed to be adjusted (25). At T4, self-reported body weight was available in addition to objectively measured body weight. For 6 age categories separately (18–29, 30–39, 40–49, 50–59, 60–69, and ≥ 70 y), the mean difference between self-reported and measured weight at T4 was calculated and used to adjust self-reported weights at T2 and T3. For descriptive purposes, weight change between T1 and T4 was standardized to a 4-y period to account for differences in follow-up time.

Subject-specific linear mixed models were fitted to investigate the age- and sex-specific associations of diet quality with the change in body weight over time since baseline. Models included random intercepts and slopes, allowing each participant to have an individual starting point and trajectory of change in body weight. The covariance matrix was unstructured. All results were presented in crude form, as well as with multivariable adjustment. The latter were adjusted for potential confounders at baseline, including education level (low, moderate, high), smoking status (current, former, never), physical activity (LC-MVPA in min/wk), energy intake (kcal/d), alcohol intake (g/d), and BMI at baseline. All models also included additional confounders with time to adjust not only intercepts but also the slopes of weight change.

First, we investigated whether sex modified the association of diet quality and body weight change, by including the 3-way interaction of sex, LLDS in quintiles, and time in years (as well as 2-way interactions and variables separately) in a model with body weight as the dependent variable. In case of a significant 3-way interaction in crude and adjusted model estimates for age categories illustrated that weight gain was approximately 0.15 kg/y higher in women in the 3 youngest age groups (18–29, 30–39, and 40–49 y) than in the reference category, age 50–59 y. For men, multivariable adjusted yearly weight change in comparison to the reference group, 50–59 y, was 0.32 kg (95% CI: 0.27, 0.37) higher in 18–29-y-olds, which was approximately 3 times higher than estimates for men aged 30–39 y (0.09 kg/y (95% CI: 0.05, 0.13)) and 40–49 y (0.11 kg/y (95% CI: 0.07, 0.15)). Regarding diet quality, the multivariable adjusted model estimated that yearly weight change, regardless of age category, in Q1 compared to reference Q5, was 0.15 kg (95% CI: 0.10, 0.20) higher in men, and 0.12 kg (95% CI: 0.07, 0.16) higher in women.

Age-specific associations of diet quality and weight change
The association between diet quality and weight change was significantly modified by age category in women (P = 0.001 for both crude and adjusted analyses), but not in men (P = 0.111 and P = 0.139 for crude and adjusted analyses, respectively). Figure 2 illustrates the estimated association of diet quality and annual weight change in analyses stratified by age category (Supplemental Tables 4 and 5). In both men and women, the association of poor diet quality (LLDS Q1) with weight gain was strongest in the youngest age group [Q1 compared with Q5 = 0.33 kg/y (95% CI: 0.10, 0.56) in men and 0.22 kg/y (95% CI: 0.07, 0.37) in women]. In addition, in older women (age ≥ 70 y), poor diet quality was associated between age categories (Table 1). Education level was lower in older age groups, especially in women. Mean body weight was 84.5 ± 10.1 kg for men and 69.7 ± 9.1 kg for women. Mean LLDS in the oldest compared with the youngest age group was 5.6 points (approximately 1 SD) higher in men and 6 points higher in women. For all age categories, mean LLDS was approximately 2 to 3 points higher in women than in men. No relevant differences in baseline characteristics were observed between participants with complete compared with those with incomplete follow-up (Supplemental Table 3).

Observed change in measured body weight
For illustration, Figure 1 shows baseline body weight in the 6 age categories, combined with the change in measured body weight between T1 and T4. Body weight values showed a curve over the life course and peaked in age category 40–49 y. From the youngest to oldest age group, mean 4-y change in measured body weight ranged from 1.76 kg to −1.12 kg in men and from 1.19 kg to −0.68 kg in women (Table 2). Both absolute and relative to mean baseline body weight, weight gain in young adults (18–29 y) and weight loss in older adults (≥ 70 y) was more extreme in men. However, over the life course, weight gain was more persistent in women, illustrated by a comparable weight gain in all age categories until age 50 y. With regard to diet quality, mean weight changes in the lowest quintile of the LLDS were 1.29 kg and 0.75 kg greater than those in the highest quintile of the LLDS, in men and women, respectively (Table 2).

Sex-specific associations of age and diet quality with weight change
Sex significantly modified the association of diet quality and body weight change (P-crude = 0.005, P-adjusted = 0.001), and further analyses were therefore stratified by sex. In both men and women, age and diet quality were independently associated with weight change in the crude and adjusted model (P < 0.001 for fixed effects) (Table 3). Multivariable adjusted estimates for age categories illustrated that weight gain was approximately 0.15 kg/y higher in women in the 3 youngest age groups (18–29, 30–39, and 40–49 y) than in the reference category, age 50–59 y. For men, multivariable adjusted yearly weight change in comparison to the reference group, 50–59 y, was 0.32 kg (95% CI: 0.27, 0.37) higher in 18–29-y-olds, which was approximately 3 times higher than estimates for men aged 30–39 y (0.09 kg/y (95% CI: 0.05, 0.13)) and 40–49 y (0.11 kg/y (95% CI: 0.07, 0.15)). Regarding diet quality, the multivariable adjusted model estimated that yearly weight change, regardless of age category, in Q1 compared to reference Q5, was 0.15 kg (95% CI: 0.10, 0.20) higher in men, and 0.12 kg (95% CI: 0.07, 0.16) higher in women.

Age-specific associations of diet quality and weight change
The association between diet quality and weight change was significantly modified by age category in women (P = 0.001 for both crude and adjusted analyses), but not in men (P = 0.111 and P = 0.139 for crude and adjusted analyses, respectively). Figure 2 illustrates the estimated association of diet quality and annual weight change in analyses stratified by age category (Supplemental Tables 4 and 5). In both men and women, the association of poor diet quality (LLDS Q1) with weight gain was strongest in the youngest age group [Q1 compared with Q5 = 0.33 kg/y (95% CI: 0.10, 0.56) in men and 0.22 kg/y (95% CI: 0.07, 0.37) in women]. In addition, in older women (age ≥ 70 y), poor diet quality was associated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age category, y (n)</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18–29 (5862)</td>
<td>24.8 ± 3.4</td>
<td>23.5 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39 (8320)</td>
<td>34.7 ± 2.9</td>
<td>35.2 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49 (12,908)</td>
<td>44.7 ± 2.9</td>
<td>44.7 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59 (6435)</td>
<td>53.6 ± 3.0</td>
<td>53.6 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69 (3572)</td>
<td>63.7 ± 2.6</td>
<td>63.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥70 (833)</td>
<td>73.7 ± 3.7</td>
<td>73.7 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographics

- **Age, y**: 43.4 ± 12.5, 24.8 ± 3.4, 34.7 ± 2.9, 44.7 ± 2.9, 53.6 ± 3.0, 63.7 ± 2.6, 73.7 ± 3.7
- **White, East/West European ethnicity**: 99.0, 98.9, 98.9, 99.1, 98.9, 99.2, 99.4

Education level

- **Low**: 26.0, 15.0, 17.7, 26.7, 31.7, 41.2, 33.2
- **Moderate**: 53.0, 53.2, 41.5, 39.5, 43.4, 25.6, 33.2
- **High**: 33.0, 31.8, 40.8, 33.8, 34.0, 31.5, 31.5

Anthropometry

- **Weight at baseline, kg**: 76.3 ± 12.1, 80.4 ± 10.5, 85.0 ± 10.3, 86.5 ± 9.8, 89.3 ± 9.5, 83.0 ± 9.0, 80.8 ± 8.0
- **BMI, kg/m²**: 24.6 ± 2.7, 23.7 ± 2.7, 25.0 ± 2.5, 25.6 ± 2.4, 25.7 ± 2.3, 25.8 ± 2.2, 25.7 ± 2.2

Lifestyle

- **LLDS**: 23.9 ± 6.1, 19.7 ± 5.4, 21.7 ± 5.4, 22.5 ± 5.4, 24.0 ± 5.5, 25.1 ± 5.6, 25.3 ± 5.4
- **Energy intake, kcal/d**: 2102 ± 625, 2542 ± 714, 2500 ± 645, 2462 ± 649, 2329 ± 605, 2152 ± 541, 2085 ± 496

Smoking status, %

- **Current**: 21.1, 31.5, 26.9, 22.5, 18.7, 13.7, 8.5
- **Former**: 30.6, 39.6, 23.8, 27.7, 42.4, 56.2, 69.4
- **Never**: 48.3, 58.9, 49.3, 49.8, 38.8, 30.1, 22.1

LC-MPVA, min/wk

- 205 (75–385), 270 (100–460), 180 (60–360), 210 (60–405), 240 (60–405), 300 (120–570), 230 (100–400), 180 (72–330), 180 (71–360), 210 (90–390), 270 (120–480), 240 (120–480)

1Values are presented as percentage, mean ± SD for normally distributed data, or median (25th–75th percentile) for skewed data. LC-MPVA, Leisure time and Commuting Moderate and Vigorous Physical Activity; LLDS, Lifelines Diet Score.
with higher weight loss \((Q1 \text{ compared with } Q5 = -0.44 \text{ kg/y} \ (95\% \ CI: -0.84, -0.05))\). The sensitivity analysis including change in 24-h creatinine excretion attenuated the estimates, but showed a similar pattern (Supplemental Tables 6 and 7 and Supplemental Figure 2). The number of participants and body weight observations per quintile of the LLDS across strata of sex and age can be found in Supplemental Tables 8 and 9.

**Discussion**

This large prospective study in nonobese adults of the contemporary Dutch Lifelines cohort showed that the association of diet quality with weight change differed over the life course and between men and women. The association between poor diet quality and weight gain was strongest in young adults (age 18–29 y). In elderly women (≥70 y), on the other hand, the association of diet quality and weight change was reversed, meaning that lower diet quality was associated with greater weight loss. This illustrates the relevance of a healthful diet in the prevention of undesirable weight changes over the life course.

The relation of diet as a determinant of weight gain goes beyond diet quantity, illustrated by various observational cohort studies reporting inverse associations of measures of diet quality with overweight- and obesity-related outcomes, also after adjustment for energy intake (27). The overall, adjusted estimates for the association of diet quality with weight change found in our study (0.15 and 0.12 kg/y in men and women, for Q1 compared with Q5) were comparable to those of other prospective studies with body weight as the outcome measure. For example, in the Framingham Offspring study (mean age 51.7 y), the difference in weight change between the lowest compared with the highest score of the 5-point Diet Quality Index was approximately 0.14 and 0.17 kg/y in men and women, respectively (28). In men of an Australian population-based cohort (aged 25–75 y), yearly change in BMI in the

**TABLE 2** Observed 4-y weight change among age categories and levels of diet quality, in both men and women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age category, y</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absolute, kg</td>
<td>Relative to body weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–29</td>
<td>1.76 ± 6.15</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>0.19 ± 4.99</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>0.17 ± 4.78</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>−0.30 ± 4.35</td>
<td>−0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>−0.84 ± 4.12</td>
<td>−1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥70</td>
<td>−1.12 ± 3.76</td>
<td>−1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diet quality (LLDS quintile)
- Q1 (1–18) | 0.79 ± 5.36 | 0.95 |
- Q2 (19–22) | 0.25 ± 4.94 | 0.29 |
- Q3 (23–25) | 0.12 ± 4.88 | 0.14 |
- Q4 (26–29) | −0.31 ± 4.56 | −0.37 |
- Q5 (30–46) | −0.50 ± 4.41 | −0.60 |

1Values presented as mean ± SD for absolute, and percentage for relative weight change. Weight change between T1 and T4, interval standardized to 4 y. Median + IQR of time in months to follow-up round T4 = 44 (35–51). LLDS, Lifelines Diet Score; Q, quintile.
2Table based on 24,926 male and 31,475 female participants with measured body weight at T1 and T4.
TABLE 3  Associations of age accounting for differences in diet quality, and associations of diet quality accounting for differences in age, with yearly weight change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age category, y</th>
<th>Males (n = 37,930)</th>
<th>Females (n = 47,686)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crude Adjusted</td>
<td>Crude Adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–29</td>
<td>0.459 (0.411, 0.508)</td>
<td>0.320 (0.270, 0.371)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>0.116 (0.073, 0.159)</td>
<td>0.089 (0.045, 0.132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>0.102 (0.064, 0.141)</td>
<td>0.108 (0.069, 0.147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59 Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>−0.120 (−0.171, −0.068)</td>
<td>−0.121 (−0.172, −0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥70</td>
<td>−0.179 (−0.274, −0.084)</td>
<td>−0.187 (−0.282, −0.092)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LLDS quintile (range)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males (n = 37,930)</th>
<th>Females (n = 47,686)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (1–18)</td>
<td>0.175 (0.127, 0.224)</td>
<td>0.154 (0.104, 0.204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (19–22)</td>
<td>0.101 (0.054, 0.148)</td>
<td>0.106 (0.058, 0.154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (23–25)</td>
<td>0.084 (0.035, 0.133)</td>
<td>0.092 (0.043, 0.142)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (26–29)</td>
<td>0.016 (−0.034, 0.065)</td>
<td>0.023 (−0.026, 0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (30–46)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Values are presented as estimates (β) and 95% CIs for weight change per year in kilograms from crude and adjusted linear mixed models. LLDS, Lifelines Diet Score; Q, quintile.

2Adjusted for baseline education level, smoking status, energy intake, alcohol intake, BMI (kg/m2), and LC-MVPA, and their interactions with time, so that both intercept and slope were adjusted for confounders.

Our results illustrate that these general associations, and even the absence of an association in women, may not be true for all age categories. By illustrating the age-specificity of the association of diet quality and changes in weight, we showed that these general associations may represent a combination of strong inverse associations in young and weaker or reversed associations in older participants. It must be noted, however, that the evidence described here comes from prospective cohort studies, which do not provide information on causality. A meta-analysis of RCTs on the effect of the Mediterranean Diet on weight loss did not find a significant effect on weight loss when the diet was combined with a restriction in energy intake (6). However, many RCTs only have short-term follow-up, so to be able to further investigate the causal effect of diet quality beyond diet quantity on change in body weight over the life-course, long-term RCTs are needed.

In both men and women, age-specific associations between diet quality and weight change showed a gradual decrease in strength over the age categories. The strongest inverse association was found in the youngest age group, where men with a poor diet quality (Q1) gained on average 1.3 kg more over 4 y than men adhering to a high-quality diet. For women, this was almost 1 kg. The age trend was most pronounced in women, where age was a significant modifier of the association of diet quality with weight change. Specifically, in the youngest age category, baseline body weight was still relatively low. This emphasizes the potential benefit of a healthful diet in early adulthood, when overweight may still be preventable.

In contrast with the general finding that poor diet quality was related to higher weight gain, elderly women (age ≥70 y) adhering to a poor quality diet lost approximately 1.8 kg more weight in 4 y than women with a high quality diet. The question lowest compared with the highest quartile of diet quality was 0.06 kg/m² higher, which equals 0.17 kg for an individual with a height of 1.70 m and a BMI of 25. No association was found for women (29).
was raised whether this was a favorable loss of fat mass, or whether this weight loss was accompanied by a potentially unfavorable loss of muscle mass. In a sensitivity analysis, we estimated that 0.5 kg of this weight change was explained by loss of muscle mass. However, it must be noted that change in 24-h creatinine excretion was used as a proxy for change in muscle mass, which may not have captured change in muscle mass accurately. In elderly individuals, loss of body mass and muscle mass is associated with higher mortality risk (30–32).

That we could not replicate these findings in men may be related to results of a prior study, in which malnutrition was a risk factor for sarcopenia in elderly women, but not in men (33). Together, our results showed that by limiting weight gain in young adults and limiting weight loss in elderly women, a high-quality diet may contribute to the prevention of undesirable weight changes in both directions.

Strengths of our study include the large contemporary cohort, which enabled stratification by age and sex while maintaining sufficient power. In addition, the novel food-based LLDS to express diet quality is in line with current scientific evidence on diet–disease relationships. Although information regarding many potential confounding factors was available, residual confounding remains possible. For example, we were not able to adjust for menopausal status in women, which could have introduced bias, primarily in analyses in women aged 40–60 y. Furthermore, although linear mixed models allow the inclusion of participants with incomplete follow-up, it is possible that survival bias exists. Death is often preceded by a loss of weight, and the absence of these data points could have contributed to an underestimation of the magnitude of weight loss in the oldest age categories. We hypothesize that this would be primarily the case in males, due to a higher number of deaths in the male Lifelines population (in July 2019, 761 males and 530 females of the cohort had passed away). Another limitation is that dietary information was only available at baseline. However, based on Smith et al. (34), who compared the association of baseline diet and change in diet with weight gain, the most likely expectation is that the lack of information on dietary change underestimated the association between diet quality and weight change in this study. Lastly, since we excluded obese participants because of the focus on prevention rather than treatment, the exclusion of this subgroup of the population may have introduced bias in our estimates of weight change, since it would be expected that heavier individuals would contribute to a decrease in mean weight change due to regression to the mean. Our results should therefore be interpreted with caution and are only applicable to generally healthy, nonobese individuals.

In summary, this large study in nonobese adult participants of the Lifelines cohort showed greater weight gain among younger age groups and among groups with lower diet quality. More importantly, the association between poor diet quality and weight gain was strongest in young adults (aged 18–29 y), both in men and women. Combined with the fact that prevalence of overweight is still relatively low in young Dutch adults, we conclude that young adulthood may be a window of opportunity for weight gain prevention through diet quality improvement. On the other hand, adhering to a healthy diet was related to lower weight loss in elderly women (aged ≥70 y). Thus, the same dietary guidelines for the prevention of chronic diseases may contribute both to prevention of weight gain in young men and women, and weight loss in elderly women. In future research, study populations should be extended toward childhood to further focus on optimal windows of opportunity for weight gain prevention.
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